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Note:
Apr. 22, 1918 Established Fukushima Seiren Seishi K.K.
Apr. 1, 1923 Company name changed to Nitto Boseki Co., Ltd.
July 1, 1998 Official unification of corporate name to “Nittobo”

Founded in April 1918 as a manufacturer of textiles, Nittobo achieved suc-
cess as the first Japanese company to manufacture glass fiber and rock
wool in 1938. The Company subsequently prospered with diversification
into such business areas as the medical and specialty chemical fields. 

Today, Nittobo is leveraging its cumulative strengths in technological
development with the aim of further expanding its business domains.
Simultaneously, Nittobo is promoting new business development to set
the pace for future growth. 

As an enterprise dedicated to building a healthier and more comfort-
able living environment, we continually endeavor to increase corporate
value while enhancing the fabric of our business and contributing to the
enrichment of society.

Forward-Looking Statements
This annual report contains forward-looking statements concerning the

Company’s business plans, strategies, and performance based on informa-

tion available to management at the time of disclosure. Accordingly, readers

are advised that actual results may differ from forward-looking statements

for a variety of factors.
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Consolidated Financial Highlights
Years ended March 31

Thousands of
Millions of yen U.S. dollars

2006 2005 2006

Net sales ¥ 130,442 ¥ 130,292 $ 1,110,428

Operating income 7,484 6,908 63,708

Income before income taxes and minority interests 5,390 6,471 45,886

Net income 3,471 3,158 29,544

Total assets 159,311 162,904 1,356,183

Total shareholders’ equity 67,200 62,128 572,070

Per share data:

Net income (Yen/Dollars) ¥    14.03 ¥    12.76 $ 0.119

Cash dividend (Yen/Dollars) 3.00 3.00 0.026

Shareholders’ equity ratio (%) 42.2 38.1

Return on equity (%) 5.4 5.1

Notes:1. Yen amounts have been translated into U.S. dollars, for convenience only, at the rate of ¥117.47=US$1 (March 31, 2006).
2. The computation of net income per share is based on the average number of issued shares (excluding treasury stock).

Net Sales (Millions of yen) Operating Income (Loss) (Millions of yen)

Net Income (Loss) (Millions of yen) Total Assets/
Total Shareholders’ Equity

(Millions of yen)
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In fiscal 2006, the year ended March 31, 2006, the

Japanese economy displayed signs of a gradual

recovery including an increase in private sector capi-

tal expenditure, improved employment conditions

and higher personal consumption, despite the

impact of high crude oil prices. Amid this operating

environment, favorable performance in Nittobo’s

Glass Fiber Products Division contributed to the

Company’s second consecutive year of growth in

sales and earnings.

To Our Shareholders

Katsumi Minamizono
President and Representative Director
June 2006

Consolidated Business Results

The Glass Fiber Products Division achieved an increase in both

sales and profits in fiscal 2006. This performance, particularly

perceivable in the field of electronic-use glass fiber, was stimu-

lated by a recovery in IT-related demand in the second half of

the fiscal year and strong demand for glass fiber for fiber rein-

forced plastic (FRP) and fiber reinforced thermoplastic (FRTP)

used in home appliances, automobiles and industrial materials. 

Performance in the Building Materials Division was mixed

with a rise in sales offset by high crude oil prices, resulting in a

decrease in operating income. Other factors included a turbu-

lent environment for the interior materials business, which faced

intensified competition with overseas products and a decline in

the number of office building construction starts in Japan. On a

positive note, upward momentum in the nonresidential con-

struction field, owing to a strong recovery in private sector capi-

tal investment, contributed to a favorable performance in the

thermal insulation and sound absorption materials business.

Sales in the environmental business for asbestos removal ser-

vices also expanded. 

The Textiles Division was challenged by severe business

conditions in which competition with overseas imports became

more intense while domestic demand for yarn and stretch fabric

waned. On the other hand, sales of the interlining business

expanded on account of new product development in Japan

and stable growth in the Chinese market. Overall, however,

sales and earnings in the Textiles Division contracted. 

As a result of these and other factors, consolidated net

sales edged up 0.1% compared with the previous fiscal year to
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¥130,442 million. Operating income increased 8.3% year on

year to ¥7,484 million. Net income rose 9.9% to ¥3,471 million.

New Medium-Term Management Plan: Relay 101

Under Nittobo’s last three-year medium-term management

plan, the Company pursued business structural reforms focus-

ing on the textiles and building materials businesses, and based

on business strengthening measures withdrew from certain

unprofitable businesses. In 2004, the Textiles Division stream-

lined operations at the Itami Production Center interlining manu-

facturing base. Through effective production structure revisions,

Itami now concentrates on finishing processes while dye pro-

cessing was transferred to a subsidiary. In 2005, the Niigata

Factory, which manufactures yarn, was converted to a sub-

sidiary, and also underwent manufacturing-scale downsizing

measures. Moreover, in the Building Materials Division we

worked to optimize manufacturing volumes and, at the end of

July 2006, fully integrated ceiling material manufacturing at the

Chiba Factory. On a Group-wide scale, Nittobo implemented

business activity cost reforms and earnings platform enhance-

Consolidated ROE (%) Consolidated ROA (%)

Interest-Bearing Debt (Millions of yen) Interest-Bearing Debt Ratio (%)
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ments. We also took steps to strengthen our financial standing

including measures to alleviate pressure from interest-bearing

debt. Through these efforts, Nittobo achieved defined medium-

term management plan targets, but recognized shortcomings

related to increasing product value in its mainstay businesses

and advancing into new business domains. 

Under our new medium-term management plan Relay 101,

which commences in fiscal 2007, we will continue with the pre-

vious plan’s aims for an improved earnings structure through

business structure reforms. In addition, we will achieve greater

breadth and depth throughout our business domains as we

work to create new value. We will tackle these challenges in two

specific ways:

1. Vigorous capital investment, particularly in the Glass Fiber

Products Division, for the promotion of high-value-added

product development, amounting to approximately ¥20 bil-

lion over a three-year period, which is a ¥5 billion increase

over our previous plan. 

2. New business generation through Company-wide sharing of

research and development efforts undertaken by the New

Business Promotion Off ice, centered on the NEXT

Committee in cooperation with Technical Headquarters and
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business divisions across Nittobo. Accordingly, research and

development expenditures have been increased twofold in

comparison to the previous medium-term management plan,

amounting to an average of ¥2 billion more per year. 

While implementing the foregoing measures, Nittobo is

aiming to strengthen its business capabilities as well as

enhance its corporate value. 

The Nittobo Declaration 

In conjunction with the establishment of Relay 101 we have

newly compiled the Nittobo Group’s shared management

philosophies and values into what we call the “Nittobo

Declaration.” 

This set of ideals will henceforth stand as a basis for the

actions and spirit of the Nittobo Group and each of the people

who comprise it, as we go beyond mere fulfillment of manage-

ment plan targets. Particularly in connection to societal affairs,

we will put forward our Nittobo Best Partner (BP) Declaration as

we aim to become a business group that shareholders, clients,

employees, local communities and all stakeholders alike will

consistently affirm by saying, “I’m so glad it was Nittobo.”

Pursuing Relay 101 Goals 

Looking ahead at the first year of Relay 101 in fiscal 2007, busi-

ness environment forecasts leave little room for optimism, even

with economic conditions moving basically toward recovery,

spurred by steady capital investment and personal consump-

tion. This apprehension largely stems from uncertainty about

the direction of both the Chinese and U.S. economies, hovering

high crude oil prices, interest rate inflation and a host of other

concerns that place pressure on earnings. 

Responding to this environment, Nittobo will work to accel-

erate a product shift to high-value-added merchandise in the

Glass Fiber Products Division with the goal of creating a busi-

ness structure able to withstand fluctuations in the business

environment. In the Building Materials Division, we will steadily

implement measures to retreat from unprofitable products and

further integrate ceiling material manufacturing bases. We will

also dedicate efforts to expanding the range of our environment

business, and accordingly bolster our business capabilities by

adding to our waste removal services, particularly focusing on

asbestos, a growing cause of public concern. In the Textiles

Division, we are aiming to enhance performance by rapidly real-

izing results from structural reforms continuing from the previ-

ous fiscal year. We are particularly optimistic about expanding

Our Commitment: The Nittobo Declaration

Mission Statement 

As a corporate citizen contributing to healthy and com-

fortable lifestyles, the Nittobo Group endeavors to raise its

value within society through consistent effort to realize a

more affluent society for everyone. 

The Nittobo Declaration

• Under the Nittobo BP Declaration, we aspire to be soci-

ety’s best partner.

• We take pleasure in continuously pursuing customer

satisfaction, while faithfully delivering safety and trust.

We also believe in the importance of creating and shar-

ing in the delight of our shareholders, investors, local

communities and all stakeholders alike through our cor-

porate activities.

• We respect the individual potential of each of our

employees. Facilitated by teamwork, we aim to become

a more powerful corporate entity, based on freedom of

expression and the robust exchange of ideas. 

• We believe in the interdependent development of our

employees and the Group, and thus offer our employ-

ees opportunities to realize their potential and grow.

Nittobo employees are first and foremost good citizens,

reflective, open-minded and assured. In addition, we

tenaciously achieve whatever we set out to do. 

We recognize the far-ranging impact of our actions as a

Group, and approach each decision in a determined

and enlightened manner.

earnings through the effects of establishing Nittobo Interlinings

Co., Ltd, aiming for interlining sales operation integration.

We ask for the continued support and understanding of all

stakeholders as we pursue these efforts. 

Katsumi Minamizono

President and Representative Director

June 2006
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New Medium-Term Management Plan: Relay 101

Fiscal 2007 marks the start of the Nittobo Group’s new three-

year medium-term management plan. Identified as Relay 101,

this newly formulated plan commences in April 2006. 

Relay 101 builds on the basic goal of the previous medium-

term management plan: to establish a robust management

structure able to withstand a fluctuating business environment.

Extending this endeavor under the new plan, Nittobo will strive

to bolster its business capabilities by steadily implementing

business structure reforms and simultaneously promoting a shift

to higher value-added products in mainstay businesses and

increasing product value through advancement into new busi-

ness domains.  

Relay 101:
Three Basic Policies

Achieving Greater Breadth and Depth in

Our Business Domains

Aiming to build new corporate value, Nittobo will concentrate

resources toward expanding into new business domains and

developing new high-function, high-value-added products. 

Business Structure Reforms

Nittobo endeavors to establish a business structure capable of

flexible response to changing market and competitive condi-

tions by continuing to steadily implement structural reform poli-

cies set forth during the three-year period spanning the last

medium-term management plan. 

Continuous Development of

Corporate Governance Structure

While implementing definitive internal control system improve-

ments, Nittobo aims to institute a highly transparent corporate

climate with full consideration for its social responsibilities.

Basic Management Strategy:
Build an Optimal Foundation for the Development
of Highly Functional, High-Value-Added Products

Research and Development 

• Promote Group-wide collaboration for the improvement of

creative strengths rooted in technology (NEXT Committee,

Technical Headquarters and divisional R&D).

• Double the research and development expenditure provided

in the last three-year medium-term management period.

Capital Investment 

• Promote a shift toward higher value-added products and

invest in energy-saving measures centered on the Glass Fiber

Products Division.

Business Division Strategies:
Establish a Business Structure that Exhibits the
Strengths of Each Business through Diversified
Division Strategies

Glass Fiber Products Division

• Electronic-use glass fiber field: Promote a transition toward the

creation of higher value-added products with greater function-

ality.

• Glass fiber for FRP, FRTP and industrial material-use fabric

field: Enhance profitability through the cultivation of and

expansion of only-one products.

Building Materials Division

• Boost earning power with a keen focus on business activities

in the environment and thermal insulation and sound absorp-

tion material fields.

Textiles Division

• Enhance profitability through sales operation restructuring and

domestic manufacturing-base downsizing measures.

Medical Division 

• Expand business domains by tapping existing market poten-

tial and establishing gene technology.
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Overview by Segment

• Glass Fiber Products Division

• Building Materials Division

• Textiles Division

• Real Estate Utilization Division

• Other Operations

• Yarn (C·S·Y®)

• Textiles

• Interlining and other garments accessories

• Functional Materials

• Nittobo dishcloth

• Real estate operations 

• Sports facilities business

• Medical Division

Clinical diagnostic reagents in biochemistry,
hematology and immunology

• Specialty Chemicals Operations

Dye fixative, papermaking additives, metal
surface agents, additives for inkjet paper

• Engineering Operations

Sound and noise abatement systems
• Beverage Operations

Soft drinks and PET bottles

• Glass fiber for FRP* and FRTP**

• Glass yarn

• Glass fabric

• High tensile strength glass fiber

• Acid-resistant glass fiber

• Glass fiber products for industrial applications

* Fiber reinforced plastic

** Fiber reinforced thermoplastic

• Fireproof, acoustic rock wool ceiling panels

• Floor panels

• Thermal insulation, acoustic and fireproof materials

• FRP panels

• External thermal insulation systems

• Asbestos and dioxin removal work

Consolidated Net Sales
by Segment
Year ended March 31, 2006

• Glass Fiber Products

• Building Materials

• Textiles

• Real Estate Utilization

• Other Operations

37.0%

40.0%

9.9%

1.5%

11.6%
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Nittobo succeeded in the commercial production of glass fiber in 1938 by drawing on its

proprietary technology, which continues to play a pivotal role in the Company’s diversifi-

cation strategy. Possessing unrivalled expertise in the production of fine glass fiber yarn

(continuous glass fiber-type yarn), our technological superiority has come to be expected

in this cutting-edge technology field. From the manufacture of the yarn, through textile

treatment to the development of composite materials in one cohesive organization, there

are few companies in the world that match Nittobo.

Nittobo was Japan’s first industrial producer of rock wool, commencing commercial

activities in 1938. Glass wool products that are manufactured and sold at Group sub-

sidiaries are characterized by superior properties, such as thermal insulation and sound

absorption, and widely used as building construction materials. Nittobo also undertakes

the development of a variety of other products including fireproof acoustic ceiling panels

using rock wool and non-vinyl type tile as flooring materials. Nittobo’s Building Materials

Division contributes to the creation of comfortable building interiors and exteriors, while

also contributing to lifestyle enhancement and the environment.

The Textiles Division has occupied a key position in Nittobo’s business activities since

the Company’s founding. Using its consistently high level of product development and

technical expertise from spinning to sewing, the Company continues to supply quality

designs and develop high-value-added, functional and innovative materials. We are com-

mitted to developing products that match the needs of the market and currently boast a

core product lineup that includes stretch fabric Core Spun Yarn (C.S.Y®) and woven

fusible interlinings for apparel makers.

The Real Estate Utilization Division strives for the efficient application of its land and prop-

erty holdings by leasing office space in the Nittobo Building located in Tokyo’s Yaesu

business district, and managing the Atago Golf Garden driving range in Shizuoka City

and Renaissance Fukushima, a comprehensive sports club in Fukushima City.

In the Medical Division, Nittobo develops clinical diagnostic reagents for biochemistry,

hematology and immunology with the aim of contributing to modern medicine. Our

Specialty Chemicals Operations have developed numerous original polymer materials

using specialist expertise including the Company’s dye fixative “DANFIX” that enjoys a

top market share. Based on know-how accumulated over many years, Nittobo’s

Engineering Operations are geared to expand into new business fields. Moreover, the

Company is further developing its Beverage Operations including pet bottles at the

Tomari Enterprise Center.
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Glass Fiber Products Division

Overview

The Glass Fiber Products Division is one of Nittobo’s core business divisions, and in the fiscal year ended

March 31, 2006, accounted for 37.0% of sales. Of its mainstay products, the Company boasts a leading

share in Japan of glass fiber yarn and fabric for use in electronics; glass fiber for fiber reinforced plastic

(FRP) and fiber reinforced thermoplastic (FRTP) used in home appliances and electronics, electronic-related

components, and automobiles; and industrial-use fabric for construction and civil engineering.

Operating Results

The business environment in the fiscal year ended March 31,

2006 was sluggish through the first half of the fiscal year, follow-

ing on IT-related industry inventory adjustments from the latter

half of 2004 that continued well into 2005. The second half of

the fiscal year under review, however, witnessed a complete

turnaround, with a recovery in market conditions on the back of

increased demand for flat-screen TVs and mobile phones.

In the electronic-use glass fiber field, consisting of mainstay

products such as glass fiber yarn and fabric for printed circuit

board substrates, effects of worsening worldwide market condi-

tions in the first half of the fiscal year were minor on account of

the steady flow of high-value-added fine yarn, ultrathin fabric and

smart surface cloth (SS) products. In the second half of the fiscal

year, sales of general-use products recovered, resulting in

steady sales overall.

Glass fiber for FRP and FRTP targeting core home appliance

application performed well, stimulated by the number of housing

starts in Japan that exceeded 1.20 million. Results, therefore,

improved dramatically compared to the previous fiscal year,

owing also to the steady movement of automobile- and home

electronic-use glass fiber products.

Performance of industrial-use fabrics, particularly those tar-

geting core construction and civil engineering application was

slowed in the wake of restrained public sector investment, con-

tinuing from the previous fiscal year. Significant growth was

recorded, however, owing to a favorable performance from fab-

rics for building interiors and automobiles, along with the acquisi-

tion of Kanebo, Ltd.’s Textoglass business in March 2005. 

8



As a result of the foregoing, sales of the Glass Fiber

Products Division increased 7.2% year on year to ¥48,194 mil-

lion. Despite the effects of high crude oil prices and increased

raw materials costs, earnings improved with the switch to high-

value-added products in the electronic-use glass fiber field. As a

result, operating income swelled 27.2 % to ¥5,455 million.

Business Strategy

Under the new medium-term management plan, Relay 101,

Nittobo is aiming to expand its profits in the Glass Fiber

Products Division by strengthening its responsiveness to market

fluctuations and establishing a secure earnings foundation. 

With growth stagnation in the domestic market and

increased product imports into Japan, the severity of the busi-

ness environment is growing. In the field of electronic-use glass

fiber, low price imports account for 40–50% of domestic

demand, with the proportion of imported glass fiber for FRP and

FRTP growing annually. Major challenges are likewise presented

by the increasing range of fluctuation in business conditions

along with worldwide appreciation in raw material and fuel costs

due to high crude oil prices. Against these conditions, Nittobo is

implementing the promotion of sophisticated, high-value-added

products in the electronic-use glass fiber field and measures in

the field of FRP, FRTP and industrial-use glass fiber to develop

and increase its range of unique products. By undertaking these

initiatives, the Company is looking to improve its responsiveness

to market fluctuations and increase earnings.

With advancing trends for smaller and thinner flat-screen

TVs, mobile phones and other IT equipment, demand for

increasingly thinner printed circuit board substrates is expected

to grow. Accordingly, Nittobo is working to further boost sales of

SS cloth with added fabric processing in addition to ultrafine

yarn for electronic materials with a fabric diameter of five or less

microns and ultrathin fabric with thickness of 50 microns or less.

In the field of industrial-use fabric and glass fiber for FRP and

FRTP, the Company is accelerating enhancements to Nittobo’s

unique “only one” products by, for example, marketing differenti-

ated roving in the FRP field for its excellent productivity and liq-

uidity. In the FRTP field, the Company is endeavoring to expand

sales of cocoon- and flat-shaped cross-sectional glass fiber.

In the field of industrial-use glass fiber, the Company is pro-

moting new market and product development.

Fully leveraging these measures, Nittobo is looking to raise

the sales ratio of high-value-added and only-one products from

15% in fiscal 2006 to 30% in fiscal 2009. Furthermore, we will

work to establish business operations capable of responding to

volatility in the market for general-use electronic glass fiber prod-

ucts. At the same time, Nittobo will strive to fortify its earnings

foundation through additional measures such as, promoting

rationalization measures for the integration of the Textoglass

business manufacturing bases, as well as by curbing raw materi-

al and fuel costs through the shift to liquefied natural gas.

9Annual Report   2006

Tadanori Kitamura
Head of Glass Fiber Products Division

Managing Executive Officer
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Building Materials Division

Overview

Nittobo’s Building Materials Division is composed of thermal insulation and sound absorption materials,

interior and exterior materials, and the environmental business. Mainstay thermal insulation and sound

absorption products include rock wool, glass wool and exterior thermal insulation systems. The interior

materials business offers fireproof acoustic ceiling panels made of rock wool and various types of flooring,

while exterior materials includes flat and corrugated FRP panels. Nittobo’s environmental business is pri-

marily engaged in the removal of asbestos and dioxins.

Operating Results

In the fiscal year ended March 31, 2006, total construction

starts measured by floor area rose 1.6% compared to the previ-

ous fiscal year to 185,623,000 square meters while nonresiden-

tial construction starts rose 2.2% to 72,237,000 square meters,

realizing the third consecutive year of increases in both areas. In

contrast, the total floor area of office building construction

starts, the principal market for interior materials, fell 4.0% to

7,755,000 square meters. Although an increase in private capi-

tal investment supported by a recovery in economic conditions

temporarily stalled the decline in demand for building materials,

construction starts are again expected to taper off over the

medium to long term, as public works projects and the popula-

tion decline. 

In the thermal insulation and sound absorption materials

business, growth in sales quantities of rock wool and glass

wool in the nonresidential construction field on the back of a

recovery in private capital investment brought about an increase

in revenues. In interior materials, exports of mainstay fireproof

acoustic ceiling panels to other parts of Asia increased. Yet,

sales of major application products for domestic office buildings

decreased with a decline in the number of construction starts,

intensified price competition with lower-priced foreign products,

and a decline in demand due to a shift to other products.

Although demand for general-purpose tile declined, overall

sales of flooring materials stayed on par with those in the previ-

ous fiscal year owing to sales expansion efforts for non-vinyl

type tile and other flooring materials. In the environmental busi-

ness, increasing awareness of the dangers of asbestos and

10



growing concern for asbestos removal contributed to an

increase in sales. 

Within this environment, sales in the Building Materials

Business edged up 0.3% compared to the previous fiscal year

to ¥52,198 million. Earnings, however, were impacted by high

raw material costs, and operating income dropped 7.0% to

¥1,352 million.

Business Strategy

Against the backdrop of expected demand decreases in the

domestic market, Nittobo is aiming to enhance profitability

under its medium-term management plan Relay 101 by focus-

ing management resources on thermal insulation and sound

absorption materials and environmental business operations.  

This emphasis is due to the natural ascendancy of the ther-

mal insulation and sound absorption materials business, given

growing concerns about reducing the volume of harmful green-

house gases, as well as the great potential this field holds for

the Company. By developing unique products with materials

such as rock wool and glass wool, Nittobo is taking aim to cre-

ate other business areas to supplement building materials.

As the only domestic maker and sole holder of proprietary

technology in rock and glass wool thermal insulation materials,

Nittobo has begun development of export channels for its tech-

nology throughout the Asian region, including China. In addition,

using its core technologies in thermal insulation, fireproofing,

sound suppression and sound absorption, Nittobo is position-

ing itself as Japan’s top maker of thermal insulation and sound

absorption materials, ranging from manufacturing to sales. 

In interior materials, Nittobo aimed to boost its competitive

strength in the market for ceiling materials by ceasing produc-

tion at its Wakayama Factory in July 2006 and integrating man-

ufacturing at its Chiba Factory. Also, while promoting the

development of new product uses, we are also working to

increase sales of our “Commerceton” ceiling panels for large-

scale retail complexes. In the business of flooring materials,

Nittobo is upgrading its marketing structure to include sales as

well as the provision of construction method consulting and

aftercare solutions. Nittobo has also undertaken business reor-

ganization measures by reexamining the functions of its market-

ing development department and sales subsidiary Nittobo

Materials Co., Ltd., in order to fortify its marketing, product

planning, product development and sales capabilities, with the

aim of thereby creating a framework that better responds to

market needs.  

In the environmental business, Nittobo anticipates a growth

in demand for asbestos removal services. Since 1988, the year

Nittobo began its operations, the Group has maintained a con-

sistent management system based on strict safety standards

for the elimination and disposal of hazardous waste. Using its

accumulated know-how in this field, the Nittobo Group is

endeavoring to position itself within Japan as a top class enter-

prise in disposal management. Accordingly, we are striving for

business expansion by fortifying our sales and construction

management structure to respond to this rise in demand.
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Toshiaki Ohuchi
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Textiles Division

Overview

Nittobo’s Textiles Division comprises the businesses of yarn and stretch fabric Core Spun Yarn (C.S.Y®) and

garment interlinings. Developed over many years and based on Nittobo’s spinning technology, C.S.Y® is a

product with broad applications, often used in stretch fabric garments. Nittobo’s woven fusible interlining

products developed through original textile finishing technologies are offered worldwide, and meet the vary-

ing and rapidly changing needs of the women’s garment industry for application in every possible type of

garment fabric.

Operating Results

In the fiscal year ended March 31, 2006, conditions in the

apparel industry thrived owing to the “cool biz” boom and favor-

able demand for winter apparel due to a particularly severe win-

ter that began at the end of 2005. Despite these conditions

however, the overall environment continues to be unsparing

with intensified international price competition among raw mate-

rial manufacturers. Furthermore, conditions in the textile indus-

try stil l show no sign of recovery. As part of our export

promotion effort, we are working to revitalize the industry by

participating in a variety of events including Japan Fashion

Week in Tokyo and in the Japan Pavilion at the Inter Textile

Shanghai exhibition in China, where expectations for new mar-

ket growth are centered. 

Against this backdrop, Nittobo’s success with boosting

profitability through ongoing structural sales and manufacturing

reforms in the interlining business was hampered by severe

business conditions that continue to challenge the Textiles

Division. Yarn and stretch fabric C.S.Y® were particularly affect-

ed by this environment. Sales quantities have fallen off and

earnings have weakened on account of the increasing drift of

fashion trends toward non-stretch materials and international

price competition. 

Furthermore, in regard to the yarn and stretch fabric busi-

ness, the degree of deficit and the decline in domestic demand

for C.S.Y® has significantly grown as competitors have

assumed full-scale manufacturing in China. In the garment inter-

lining business, sales to existing wholesale agents were strong,
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and contributed to a slight year-on-year increase in sales.

Production line rationalization measures conducted at our man-

ufacturing base, the Itami Production Center, allowed us to

reduce costs in the second half of fiscal 2006 and enhance

profitability. On another positive note, Nittobo (China) Co., Ltd.’s

sales within China in the second half of the fiscal year under

review increased. 

As a result of the foregoing factors, sales in the Textiles

Division fell 19.5% year on year, to ¥12,887 million. In earnings,

the operating loss expanded by ¥258 million from the previous

fiscal year, to ¥435 million. In this setting, while working to

improve the maneuverability and efficiency of our yarn and

stretch fabric production, Nittobo converted the Niigata Factory

to a subsidiary in October 2005.

Business Strategy

Against the increasing influx of overseas products into the

Japanese market, Nittobo has identified maintaining sales levels

at current levels and restructuring the earnings foundation as

primary objectives for a return to profitability. In the yarn and

stretch fabric business, we are working to expand sales of

mixed yarn, a blend of animal hair and other threads following

C.S.Y® for knit materials. In woven materials, through the devel-

opment of mixed filament and spun fabrics using Perfect

C.S.Y®, Nittobo is aiming for new application development. In

terms of regional operations, the Company is aiming to increase

exports of high-value-added textiles to Europe and regain com-

mercial rights through its sales base in Hong Kong. In Japan,

we are targeting an increase in product orders by leveraging the

appeal of our differentiated materials. Furthermore, we are pro-

moting the development of material marketing channels outside

of the apparel industry in, for example, sports medicine prod-

ucts such as bandages made of stretch yarn. Nittobo also

restructured its production operations with the spin off of its

Niigata Factory in October 2005, and this contributed to a

reduction in staff and production volume adjustments. Owing to

these measures, cost reductions, productivity improvements and

other steadying effects have begun to emerge. Nittobo will

advance toward further efficiency aimed at a return to profitability. 

In the garment interlining business, Nittobo integrated

Nippon Haskell and the Textiles Division’s marketing depart-

ments in April 2006 to establish the interlinings sales subsidiary

Nittobo Interlinings Co., Ltd. Furthermore, by continuing with

structural enhancement measures at the production base

established last year, as well as by continuing to streamline and

bolster sales service to customers, Nittobo aims to expand its

profitability in the gradually shrinking Japanese market. In addi-

tion, Nittobo plans to increase the production capacity of

Nittobo (China) to 2,500,000 meters per month in fiscal 2008.

Accordingly, through cooperation between Nittobo Interlinings

and the Textiles Division, Nittobo (China) is aiming to raise its

composition of sales, targeting China-based Japanese apparel

companies and European and U.S. garment makers with

sewing factories based in China, while simultaneously reducing

costs and securing earnings.
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Real Estate Utilization Division

Overview

In the Real Estate Utilization Division, Nittobo strives for the efficient application of its land and property

holdings. The Division engages in the leasing of office buildings and management of sports facilities. In

sports facilities, Nittobo manages the Atago Golf Garden, a driving range located on the former Shizuoka

Plant site, and the Renaissance Fukushima comprehensive sports club on the site of our Fukushima Plant. In

building leasing operations, we mainly lease space in the Nittobo Building, an “intelligent” office building

located in Yaesu, Tokyo.

Operating Results

Results in the sports facilities business were strong on account

of various customer strategies that increased the number of vis-

itors to facilities. In office building leasing, despite maintaining

full tenancy of our office buildings, revenues declined due to the

sale of our commercial leasing facility (Koriyama, Fukushima) in

December 2005. 

As a result of these factors, sales in the Real Estate

Utilization Division decreased 5.1% to ¥2,011 million. However,

supported by contributions from full office building tenancy,

operating income rose 11.4% year on year to ¥665 million.

Business Strategy

Nittobo secures a sound revenue base through the stable per-

formance of its Real Estate Utilization Division. In its sports facili-

ty business, the Company is working to strengthen

performance through ongoing customer service mea-

sures that aim to boost customer membership.

Nittobo’s building leasing business remains steady,

benefiting from a recovery in economic conditions, an

upward trend in rental rates and a

decline in vacancy rates in the city

center. Against this backdrop,

Nittobo is working to upgrade ser-

vice quality, enhance customer sat-

isfaction and bolster performance.
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Other Operations

Overview

In the Medical Division, Nittobo develops clinical diagnostic reagents in the fields of biochemistry, hematol-

ogy, and immunology products that contribute to modern medicine. In Specialty Chemicals Operations, the

Company is expanding its top share with the dye fixative “DANFIX,” by focusing on the development of

applications for new polymer materials through specialist technologies. In Engineering Operations, the

Company maximizes proprietary know-how in the development of its plant engineering and acoustic engi-

neering businesses. This segment also includes Beverage Operations.

Operating Results

In the Medical Division, Nittobo faced increased downward

pressure on unit prices and intensified competition amongst

makers caused by the promotion of hospital and hospital

administration efficiency measures. Furthermore, against the

backdrop of sluggish growth in consumption reagents due to

increasingly sensitive automated analyzers that require only

minute amounts of reagents for analysis, Nittobo worked to

expand domestic sales of products related to nutrition assess-

ment protein and its mainstay Latex Series products, while striv-

ing to increase exports. As a result of these efforts, revenues in

the Medical Division grew. 

In Specialty Chemicals Operations, although sales of dye

fixatives in Japan decreased due to an increasing shift overseas

by domestic manufacturers, exports to Asia, particularly to

China, increased. In addition, owing to the steady sales of raw

materials for household products, revenues increased.

In Engineering Operations, the plant and acoustic related

businesses experienced increased orders despite the privatiza-

tion of highway construction businesses and the contraction of

public works projects that caused a decrease in results related

to highway sound barriers. This was brought about by a recov-

ery in corporate capital investment and resulted in overall rev-

enue growth for engineering operations. 

Revenues in Beverage Operations increased owing to sales

activity efforts to offer products better suited to meet customer

needs as well as to product lineup enhancements made possi-

ble by the expansion of Nittobo’s No. 2 production line.

As a result of the above factors together with the comple-

tion of liquidation of Nittobo’s food subsidiary in June 2005,

sales in the Other Operations segment slipped 0.2% to ¥15,152

million. Operating income dropped 20.3% year on year to

¥1,032 million, reflecting the added burden of capital invest-

ment in Beverage Operations.
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Business Strategy

Nittobo integrated the Real Estate Utilization Division and the

Other Operations segment, through the establishment of the

New Business Operation & Promotion Division, aiming to posi-

tion these businesses together as an additional earnings pillar.

Also, with a focus on new business generation, the Company

simultaneously established the New Business Promotion Office,

which will take charge of new business development outside of

our existing business divisions, as we aim for the creation of

new businesses based on the Company’s core technologies. 

In addition, making the most of Nittobo’s unique technolo-

gies, we are progressing with expansion in each of these busi-

ness domains. 

Medical Division

In the Medical Division, Nittobo is promoting intensified explo-

ration of existing businesses while cultivating and fortifying relat-

ed businesses. In diagnostic products, the Company developed

a new product that realizes improved analytical precision in the

Latex and EIA (enzyme immunoassay) Series that are used to

detect tumor markers. Furthermore, we are aiming to commer-

cialize diagnostically efficient bone markers for osteoporosis

during fiscal 2007. In surrounding business fields, Nittobo plans

to introduce clinical laboratory test related products such as

Tube21® for blood testing, and Veintector®, an instrument that

determines the position of veins, within the current fiscal period.

Moreover, on April 1, 2006, Nittobo established a proteomics

analysis center through an academic-business alliance with

Chiba University. Made possible by this collaborative effort, the

Company is pursuing the development of new diagnostic prod-

ucts and drug discoveries through the detection of disease-

specific proteins. With our success in securing the development

of an antibody formation technology through genetically modi-

fied silkworms, we envisage significant decline in manufacturing

costs. Looking ahead, we are endeavoring to fulfill the prospect

of human antibody formation over the next three years. 

Specialty Chemicals Operations

In this business, although the Company has until now offered a

range of water-soluble polymer products, with polyallylamine

(PAA) and polyarylsulfone (PAS) as its business pillars, we are

now working to branch out into other product areas as part of

Relay 101, while aiming to expand business in the field. On

account of healthy exports, sales of mainstay dye fixatives in

this business grew. Meanwhile the Company is working to

strengthen application development and proposal-based mar-

keting for high-value-added products in fields such as deter-

gents and electronic material additives. Also, with capital

investment into experimental equipment for new synthesis and

high-purity PPA manufacturing, Nittobo will diversify its business

with new materials. We are also promoting product develop-

ment through cooperation with the New Business Promotion

Office and other inter-division collaborative efforts. 

Engineering Operations 

In regard to acoustic related businesses, the Company is posi-

tioning Nittobo Acoustic Engineering Co., Ltd. as a comprehen-

sive acoustics solutions company, while looking to grow in this

business field. 

Nittobo Acoustic Engineering Co., Ltd.

Founded 31 years ago, Nittobo Acoustic Engineering has con-

tinuously engaged in activities related to architecture, acoustic

design and construction. Leveraging its accumulated technolo-

gies, Nittobo Acoustic Engineering is expanding its consulting

operations in acoustic measurement and simulation, as well as

providing a variety of acoustic solutions that range from

acoustic design for music halls and studios to noise reduction

for apartment-type complex housing. 

Beverage Operations

In Beverage Operations, Nittobo expanded its No. 2 production

line, adding 280ml- and 350ml-size pet bottle beverages to its

production of 500ml sizes. Moving forward, we are looking to

broaden our new product range with the addition of 100% fruit

juice beverages to our lineup, thereby expanding earnings in

this business.

TV Asahi Corporation studio
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Corporate Governance and Compliance

Corporate Governance

Basic Policy

Nittobo strives to build an open and transparent management

structure with the aim of securing the trust of its stakeholders,

including shareholders and investors.

Corporate Governance Structure

Nittobo has established an Audit Office as an independent inter-

nal audit structure comprising a total of seven personnel: three

full-time employees and four concurrently employed personnel.

The mandate of the internal audit structure is to audit and moni-

tor the execution of Company-wide business operations. Nittobo

has also adopted a Board of Auditors comprising four corporate

auditors, of whom two are external appointments.

The Board of Directors is composed of six members, includ-

ing three executive officers, whose primary functions include

management decision-making and business execution supervi-

sion. Together with the audit function of corporate auditors, they

work to enhance and reinforce the corporate governance struc-

ture. Nittobo also maintains an executive officer system that was

introduced in June 2003. 

Compliance

As part of the Group’s efforts to ensure strict internal manage-

ment, Nittobo formulated its “Mission Statement,” “Code of

Behavior” and “Rules for Crisis Management.” In efforts to

expand our fol low up structure, a Corporate Conduct

Committee was established to strengthen implementation of

measures and promote increased compliance awareness.

In addition, we also receive guidance from our corporate

legal counsel regarding compliance related matters.

General Meeting of Shareholders
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